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FOREWORD
We believe political, economic, and social cycles should be used to position and protect
yourself properly to thrive, to survive, and to adapt. While there are many aspects to this, we are
using this report as a guide to demonstrate how you can reduce your political, economic, and
social risk by going "Beyond Borders". Set yourself up, robustly, against the ever changing
geopolitical landscape we have no choice but to navigate during our lifetime. Life is short
enough, we don't want to inconvenience our progress towards our goals just because the borders
that contain us become unfavorable places to be. Once again...Beyond Borders is the place to be.
A citizen of humanity. A global person. The nation of you.
Beyond Borders strategies are about assurances. They are put in place before something
happens. They provide confidence that one single event won't wipe you out. You have optionality.
We don't want to use them if we don't have to. Just like we don't buy car insurance and then
hope to get a in wreck. Otherwise, try taking a trip down the road with your eyes closed and see
where that takes you.
While you may not agree with our view in this report, we can tell you that a highly
intelligent discussion will unlock a new level of understanding and interest in the topics. It
doesn't matter if it is an economic, political, environmental, or social event, the Beyond Borders
strategies offer a more secure level freedom, optionality, and survival that gives global coverage
over conventional single country tunnel vision type thinking. Even if we are wrong, our
protective measures provide confidence and stability to those who desire a backup plan with open
doors. Enact global perspective. Beyond Borders.
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The ATM reads "Out of Service", but the currency in your account just became nearly
worthless the night before so what is the point trying to withdraw it anyway. Your passport
is suspended due to an emergency executive order, so you can't leave the country. You're
assured this is all for your own safety and security...of course. You're left to the mercy of the
state that has commanded you through life as if you were sheep. Now it is time for the feast.
You were stuck in the in the middle of the pasture while the walls were carefully planned
and constructed around you while you didn't notice. Was it to protect you from the wolves
that they warned you of or was it part of a deeper scheme that would have you preyed upon
from within? Everything happened so quickly you had no time to react, now you are
burdened with the chains. You couldn't shrug...you just broke from the weight. It was too
late to go back or to re-think. The time for strategizing and planning had long past. The
battle could not be won, nor could the war. All the bunkers, mountain top retreats, stockpiles
of provisions and ammunition, with more firearms than hands and feet could handle, the
backup escape plans, the fuel, the water, the solar panels, batteries and the backup
generators still couldn't stop them. The state would starve us out. They would outlast us at
every turn. It was a classic siege. They had unlimited capital, manpower, firepower,
technology and superior equipment...all funded by willing and unwilling participants.
Instead of certain death...we walked away before this happened.
We weren't planted like trees in the ground. We uprooted ourselves, used our legs, took our
scraps of freedom, peace of mind, and our knowledge, the one thing that cannot be taken
away, elsewhere. We made sure that we went to many places in various parts of the world to
ensure we never placed all of our eggs in one basket again. We had a series of plans, not just
one plan. We were everywhere so they could not hit us all at once. We took diversification
and gave it a whole new meaning. We did it to protect our families and ourselves so that we
could survive and adapt to live another day. We did it for the generations that proceed us.
They now will have options...even if they don't need to exercise them. We weren't paranoid
because it was now virtually impossible to be backed into a corner. We preserved what we
had done, what we had earned with our bare hands and sweat. It was ours and only to be
shared with whom we wanted under our good graces. It was not to be handed out to those
who did not deserve our offerings. We were not going to follow the iron fist of the crazy
state nor endorse, with our fiscal participation, the lunacy that had infected the system.
Instead, we sought jurisdictions that treated our mental & fiscal capital well. We wanted to
invest to improve our new found home. The money was well invested and we benefited
along with it. We wanted to be where our expertise, talent and knowledge would be best
treated. In the end, we had won. Even with the crashes and failures of the systems that have
been setup, the advances of humanity were preserved then tactically carried forward into the
future. There are two ways to play this...while not easy...we like the safer obscure path not
taken by the multitudes. You can take the easy dismiss & denial path, or you can take a
proactive path. Doing nothing or something are both still a decision that we have the
freedom to still make on our own.
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